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Abstract

Education in Vocational High Schools (VHS) aims to equip learners with the attitude, knowledge, and skills to be ready for work, absorbed in the world of work, or entrepreneurship. To fulfill the objective, the competence that must be possessed by the students must be in accordance with the needs in the world of work and in the business world. To fulfill the competence, the learning in VHS must be competency-based. In line with the competency and competency-based learning needs, it also needs an integrated learning between adaptive subjects and productive subjects. Integrated learning is modeled by; (1) conducting curriculum study on basic competence of adaptive subjects, (2) inserting productive basic competence subjects on adaptive subjects. After the integrated learning model is prepared then the learning model applied to the class is a competency-based learning model.
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INTRODUCTION

Competence is the ability, knowing, authorized, and powerful to decide or decide upon something (MOEC, 2016). Another definition according to the MOEC of Indonesia is the characteristics possessed by the individual and used appropriately in a consistent way to achieve the desired performance. Djojonegoro (1996) gives the understanding that competence is a basic characteristic possessed by an individual who is causally related to the standard of assessment that is referenced to superior performance or to a job.

Thus, the competencies that must be possessed by students to be proficient, consistent in achieving the desired performance, and superior in a job must include 3 domains, namely: knowledge, attitude, and skills that are always well trained during the education process so that students are said to be competent in the field of study or the work he or she is engaged in. Burke (1989) reveals that if we are clear about what we mean by competence, we can derive associated standards which describe what competence means in specific occupations and work roles.
The phrase can be used as a benchmark that education in vocational school will bring its graduates to master a specific occupation, a field of work in which demand the mastery of competence, both from the general aspect as well as expertise. Therefore, the competency in SMK needs to be maximized.

The 2013 curriculum was first implemented in 2013 with implementation begun to schools that are considered ready. Prepared readiness from teachers, curriculum and learning tools, and the readiness of facilities and infrastructure. However, in its application, found in the 2013 curriculum some subjects on the adaptation group of basic competencies conveyed to learners is not a basic competency that reinforces basic competencies in subjects in productive groups.

One of the demands of 2013 curriculum is on the application of contextual learning model. Students' understanding towards any topic depends on the representation that teacher brings into the classroom (Setyawan, et al., 2017). Thus, the recommended learning model is the problem-based learning, project-based learning, and discovery learning model. Learning models basically lead to training and competence development of learners or often known as competency-based learning model. Burke (1989) reveals that an important characteristic of the competence based standards is that they are very explicit. Certification is in effect a form of guarantee that the individual has adequately demonstrated that he or she has fully met the specification contained within the unit - unless specified, there is no scope for sampling.

Learning or training based on is a process to measure the competence of a learner through a real, standardized, measurable, and individual performance. Learning or training requires a long and continuous process ranging from simple materials to complex material in one or more periods and delivered in a classical or individual manner. Rothwell, Hohne, & King (2012) wrote that the International Standards for Training, Performance and Instruction (IBSTPI) Board have developed a set of standards that use the direct definition of the term competency as "without him, a person is not a qualified practitioner". The above quotation indicates that to be able to implement a learning model or training based on competence, a teacher or trainer must meet some qualifications to be able to deliver learners to achieve competence or show their quality to a field of work.

CBT applied in VHS often encounters obstacles with not yet synchronized curriculum, that is on the basic competence delivered on adaptive subject which not yet according to basic competence on productive subject. In order to be synchronized then some of the basic competencies of productive subjects need to be inserted or added to be delivered on adaptive learning. This effort is then called integrated learning on adaptive subjects and productive subjects.

Integrated learning is differentiated based on the pattern of material or theme integration. Based on the theme, there are ten integrated learning models, namely: (1) the fragmented model, (2) the connected model, (3) the nested model, (4) the sequenced model, (5) the shared model, (6) the webbed model, (7) the threaded model, (8) the integrated model, (9) the immersed model, (10) the networked model (Fogarty, 1991). The ten models there are three models that can be developed and implemented in formal education. All three models are connected, webbed, and integrated models.

RESEARCH METHOD

This type of research in the form of research and development of Borg & Gall (1983) with the flow diagram as in Figure 1.
Subjects to be studied are basic competencies in adaptive subjects, such as: English, Physics, and Mathematics. While on productive subjects, such as: Network Design, Wireless Network, and Computer System. While the object of research are some aspects of mastery of competence learners.

Table 1. Composite models of adaptive subjects and productive subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive Subjects</th>
<th>Productive Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td>Network Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research will be conducted in several public vocational schools in Bantul Regency and limited to Competency of Computer and Network Engineering Expertise. Techniques and instruments used to collect data include: (1) interviews with several teachers related to the research subject, (2) curriculum document studies, especially on basic competencies and learning subject matter; (3) Focus Discussion Group (FDG), (4) learning documents, such as: lesson plan and the subject material of learning to get a picture of the product (model) being piloted, and (5) a questionnaire to measure the successful application of the product in the learning process.

Data analysis technique is a quantitative type obtained from the questionnaire instrument to measure the real condition of the implementation of integrated learning with competency-based learning model (CBT) in an effort to increase the achievement of the competence of learners.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

The research that will be carried out is expected to produce the product in the form of a combination of basic competence model on adaptive subjects and productive subjects.
The first blend is a combination of basic competencies between the two subjects. By combining the basic competencies will be composed of the subject matter of the combined learning between the two subjects. While to carry out the learning process then proceed with compiling the learning documents such as lesson plan, which is delivered using a competency-based learning model (CBT). In addition to the lesson plan, other documents such as material handouts, worksheets, and evaluation questions were also prepared.

The overall learning process will be measured using an observation sheet of instructional implementation and a questionnaire that will be filled by the learner. Observation sheets include observing the appropriateness of learning implementation to planning, participation of learners in learning and evaluation implementation. While the questionnaire is generally used to ask the level of interest of learners to the implementation of integrated learning with competency-based learning model (CBT).

Discussion

A discussion of integrated learning topics will be undertaken by several teachers involved with discussing some of the basic competencies in each subject to be integrated. As with the Physics subject of the wave, it will be focused and enriched on radio waves, wave modulation, wave properties, and wave transmission required in the Network Design course. The discussion will be developed until the preparation of instructional materials and preparation of learning scenarios in the lesson plan document.

Next, will be discussed how and who will deliver the integrated learning materials. So in this case, Physics subjects can be delivered by Network Design subject teachers related to the application of waves in wireless network communications or vice versa on the subjects of Network Design will be delivered by Physics subject teachers related to the concepts of the wave or can with collaboration between the two teachers.

In the implementation of learning, observation should be done by teacher collaborators to measure the suitability of planning for its implementation. And that is very important is the level of participation of learners in learning. Ultimately, learning evaluation is expected to be the optimal result of the appointment to measure the level of mastery of the competence of good learners.

After the implementation of learning and evaluation, a review of the implementation of the lesson needs to be undertaken as an attempt to take the necessary corrective actions to form the most appropriate model of integration.

CONCLUSION

The research to be carried out is expected to produce several things, such as: measuring the level of competence of learners, measuring the extent to which the application of competency-based learning, the realization of an integrated learning model between adaptive subjects and productive subjects.
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